
5 most instagrammable places you should visit this summer  
 
Who doesn’t have a selfie in front of the Eiffel Tower or the Big Ben on their Instagram profile? 
Bikini pics on the beaches of Spain anyone? Bored of posting pictures of your Sunday brunch 
and sunsets from your commute home? It’s time to amaze your followers with some amazing 
shots. Don’t know where to head? We’ve got you sorted. We have devised a list of 5 of the best 
places that will make for killer content for your Gram this summer. 
 
#1 Kyoto, Japan 
 

 
 
I always thought Japan to be an extremely aesthetically pleasing place, where every             
corner has a magical and quirky vibe. However, Kyoto is definitely the most fascinating -               
and instagrammable. Japan’s greatest ancient city, Kyoto is home to over 4,000            
historical landmarks, including temples and shrines, and the charming Old City, where            
you’re guaranteed to get the perfect shots for the gram.  
 
You will have surely seen pictures of the characteristic red torii gates on Instagram, and               
you have probably wondered where that is. It’s the Fushimi Inari Shrine, Kyoto's most              
popular place. It can be a tricky place to photograph because of the crowds of tourists                
that flood the place during the day. But if you’re willing to stay until sunset, you might                 
have the chance to experience the deserted gate lit by the twilight, making your shots all                
the more attractive.  
 
How to get there: Fly to Kyoto, take a train to JR Inari Station on the Nara Line or                   
Fushimi Inari Station along the Keihan Main Line 🚅 

https://www.japan-guide.com/e/e2158.html
https://www.insidekyoto.com/fushimi-inari-hike-kyoto


 
 
 
 

 
#2 Braies, Italy  

 

 
 

With all the beautiful architecture, breathtaking art and stunning beaches that Italy has to              
offer, a tiny lake on the Alps is not the first place that springs to mind when it comes to                    
instagramming. Think again, because this is probably one of the most instagrammed            



locations in the country. Lake Braies, or Lake Prag, is known as the “pearl” of the                
Dolomites, a mountain range that forms part of the south-eastern Italian Alps.  
 
In the summer, the lake comes to life with the surrounding forests and mountains              
reflected in stunning shades of bright green and blue. The boats floating around the pier               
and small stilt building housing the rowing boats rental will make your shots look like               
they’re straight out of a fairy tale. Wait until sunset to make your pictures even more                
dreamy, thanks to the pink-orange tones painted on the white rock of the mountains that               
hug the lake.  
 
How to get there: Fly to Verona or Venice, where you can rent a car🚙 Lakes Braies is                   
only a three hour drive away from both airports. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.south-tirol.com/nature/lakes/lake-prags
https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1237


#3 Chefchaouen, Morocco 
 

 
 
Next up on our list is probably the most picturesque place in Morocco. Chefchaouen is a 
small quirky and artsy town perched on the Rif Mountains, in the northeastern part of 
Morocco, overlooking the mediterranean sea. Originally built as a fortress in the 15th 
century, Chefchaouen presents Spanish and Arab influenced architecture and it’s 
particularly famous for its blue medina - the old town.  

https://www.lonelyplanet.com/morocco/the-mediterranean-coast-and-the-rif/chefchaouen


 
This is the perfect place if you’re looking for somewhere to relax, as it has all the 
comforts, attractions, good food and entertainment of a holiday destination, but not too 
touristy. It’s the perfect setting to get your fill of shots for the Gram without having to wait 
in a line of obnoxious tourists to get a selfie. Get lost in the maze of lanes and closes all 
painted in different shades of blue and overflowing with art, spices and colourful fabrics. 
It’s the perfect scenery for stunning Instagram pictures that are guaranteed to catch your 
followers’ eye. 
 
How to get there: Fly to Tetouan and then rent a car, take a taxi 🚕 - which is extremely 
cheap in Morocco - or a public bus to Chefchaouen.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



#4 Melbourne, Australia  
 

 
 
In recent years, Melbourne has become a very popular destination among 
instagrammers and influencers of all sorts. Everyone follows at least one Instagram 
account featuring shots from the Australian city’s “laneways and arcades”, dreamy 
beaches, and pink sunsets over the ultra-modern skyscrapers. Dubbed “the most 
European of Australian cities” but also a “mini New York”, Melbourne has a unique mix of 
dynamism, cosmopolitanism, culture and art, and sports.  

https://www.visitmelbourne.com/


 
 
Melbourne has something for everyone and will certainly satisfy even the pickiest 
instagrammers with its hidden gems. Take a wander through the many lanes with their 
hipster shops and cafes, or why not spend the day at the beach in the shade of the 
colourful cabins and exotic palms? If you’re lucky, you might get to witness the 
breathtaking pink sunsets - which seem to be a common occurrence in this part of the 
world - from the many viewpoints that the city offers. What’s certain is that you will find 
many cues for eye-catching shots in this eclectic and exuberant city.  
 
How to get there: ✈ Fly from any UK international airport to Melbourne’s primary 
airport, Tullamarine, only 20 minutes away from the Australian metropolis.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
#5 Fairy Pools, Scotland  
 

 
 
Last but not least, we had to include a place closer to home. It’s not a secret that Scotland has 
countless beautiful beaches, majestic castles, and dramatic peaks and cliffs. The Isle of Skye 
has all of this, and even more. Take a walk through the Black Cuillins, one of two mountain 
ranges dominating the scenery in the central part of the island. Here you will find the beautiful 
Fairy Pools, a series of rock pools embedded in the glen, fed with crystal clear water from the 
surrounding waterfalls. 
 

  

https://www.isleofskye.com/
https://www.isleofskye.com/skye-guide/top-ten-skye-walks/fairy-pools


 
Not only is this a hillwalker’s dream, it is also an excellent spot for bagging some amazing shots 
for the Gram. The Fairy Pools really do deserve the name. With the blue and green reflections 
of the water enclosed by stunning rocks and the sweet burbling sound of the streams, you 
wouldn’t be surprised if some magical creature popped out of the heather. Don’t be discouraged 
if the weather is not the best - we know it’s hard to get a sunny day in Scotland -, even in the 
rain the Fairy Pools do not disappoint and your shots will be even more charming.  
 
How to get there: the closest International airport is Glasgow, while the nearest local airport is 
Inverness. Car hire is the best option for visiting Skye, the Fairy Pools are located 5.5 miles 
away from the village of Carbost, the start of the trail is on the road to Glenbrittle. Park in the 
Forestry Commision gravel lot, the first pool is only a 20 minute walk from here 🚶 
 
 
Don’t forget to follow our Instagram account, we are looking forward to seeing your shots from 
the most instagrammable places you will visit this summer! 

https://www.instagram.com/poweralife_/

